Land Stewardship Internships at Fort Ord Natural Reserve

The UC Natural Reserve at Fort Ord provides numerous opportunities for internships including for 2 units.

Tasks will vary throughout the quarter and daily. This opportunity will provide you hands-on skills in land management and stewardship activities that will be directly applicable to future positions involving management of natural ecosystems.

2 unit internship
Tuesdays – Winter ’16
Fencing Repair
Trail Maintenance
GIS mapping
Vegetation management
Wildlife monitoring

In 2016 we are looking for dedicated students that are able to assist work with the Reserve Steward conducting on-the-ground land management activities.

Schedule is flexible throughout the quarter; however, we would like to plan internship days at the beginning of the quarter.

Contact NRS Staff
Tanya Baxter
tbaxter@ucsc.edu
234-7133 Natural Sciences II